We study Manneville-Pomeau maps on the unit interval and prove that the set of points whose forward orbits miss an interval with left endpoint 0 is strong winning for Schmidt's game. Strong winning sets are dense, have full Hausdorff dimension, and satisfy a countable intersection property. Similar results were known for certain expanding maps, but these did not address the nonuniformly expanding case. Our analysis is complicated by the presence of infinite distortion and unbounded geometry.
Introduction and statement of results
Let X be a compact metric space, f a countably-branched piecewise-continuous map, and µ an f -invariant measure on X. There are broad conditions under which µ-almost every point in X has dense forward orbit under f . This is the case, for example, if µ is ergodic and fully supported on X. The "exceptional sets" of points with nondense orbits, despite being µ-null, are nevertheless often large in a different sense. In particular they are often winning for Schmidt's game, which implies that they are dense in X, have full Hausdorff dimension (if X ⊂ R n ), and remain winning when intersected with countably many suitable winning sets in X. 1 Examples of systems possessing winning exceptional sets include surjective endomorphisms of the torus [1, 2] , beta transformations [3, 4] , the Gauss map [5] , and C 2 (uniformly) expanding maps of compact connected manifolds [6] .
In this article we add to this list the Manneville-Pomeau map f : [0, 1] → [0, 1] defined by
where γ > 0 is a fixed parameter and r 1 is the unique solution of x + x 1+γ = 1 (see Figure 1 ). Our main result is the following theorem, which we prove in §7. is strong winning for Schmidt's game. Remark 1.2. As the proof of Theorem 1.1 will demonstrate, the strong winning dimension of E f , i.e., the supremum of all α for which E f is α-strong winning, depends on γ. 
The sets C n are compact and f -invariant. By suitably modifying f on the interval [0, r n ], the fact that Leb (C n ) = 0 now follows from the standard result that compact sets invariant under a C 2 circle map are Lebesgue-null.
One consequence of Theorem 1.1 concerns the set S of points having positive lower Lyapunov exponent for f . Recall that for x ∈ [0, 1] the lower Lyapunov exponent of x is the number lim inf n→∞ 1 n n−1 k=0 log f k (x) (using one-sided derivatives as necessary). We prove the following corollary in §4.
Corollary 1.4. The set of points with positive lower Lyapunov exponent for f is strong winning for Schmidt's game.
It was known [7, 8] that S has full Hausdorff dimension for all values of γ > 0; Corollary 1.4 greatly strengthens this. In the case that γ < 1, f possesses a fully supported absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) ergodic probability measure µ, so that Lebesgue-almost every point has positive lower Lyapunov exponent since Lyap(µ) > 0 (see [9] and references therein). Note that even sets with full Lebesgue measure are not necessarily winning (the complement of a Legesgue-null winning set is never winning by Theorem 3.1 below; an example is the set of reals normal to a given base [5] ). When γ ≥ 1, however, Leb(S) = 0 [9] , and so Corollary 1.4 is the strongest available result concerning the "largeness" of the set S in this case, and gives another example of a Lebesgue-null winning set.
Method of proof
The primary difficulty in studying f is the nonuniformity of expansion near the indifferent fixed point 0, which gives rise to infinite distortion. The map f also exhibits unbounded geometry, by which we mean that the ratio of the longest to the shortest Markov partition element of successive generations tends to infinity. We address the problem of infinite distortion by inducing f on [r 1 , 1] to get a uniformly expanding first return map F . This induced map satisfies a bounded distortion estimate, which is a key property of expanding systems that features prominently in the articles mentioned above. The issue of unbounded geometry is overcome using the notion of "commensurate," introduced in [10] .
The bulk of this paper involves analyzing the induced map F : [r 1 , 1] → [r 1 , 1] given by the rule
See Figure 2 . We will show that Theorem 1.1 is a straightforward consequence of the following analogous result for F , which we prove in §6:
is strong winning for Schmidt's game.
Remark 2.2. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 works for any map topologically conjugate to F and satisfying the estimates concerning the Markov structure of F in Proposition 4.9.
In proving Theorem 2.1 we follow the approach of Mance and Tseng in [10] . In that article the authors studied Lüroth expansions, whose associated dynamical system is piecewise linear. This linear structure permitted a precise computation of the lengths of intervals in the natural Markov partition. In this paper we cannot obtain closed-form expressions for these lengths; instead we derive estimates (Corollary 4.10) derived from a distortion result (Proposition 4.9).
We note that in [4] Hu and Yu considered the class of piecewise locally C 1+δ expanding maps, a class that includes the Gauss map. At first glance the induced map F looks quite similar to the Gauss map; however, the authors in [4] required a Hölder-type distortion estimate that F does not satisfy.
Schmidt's Game
We describe a simplified version of a set-theoretic game introduced by Schmidt in [5] . The game is played on the unit interval [0, 1]. Fix two constants α, β ∈ (0, 1) and a set S ⊂ [0, 1]. Two players, Alice and Bob, alternately choose nested closed intervals B 1 ⊃ A 1 ⊃ B 2 ⊃ A 2 ⊃ . . . with Bob choosing first. These intervals must satisfy the relations |B n+1 | = β |A n | and |A n | = α |B n | for all n ∈ N (|B 1 | is arbitrary). Then A n = B n consists of a single point, ω. Alice wins the game if and only if ω ∈ S.
If Alice has a winning strategy by which she can win regardless of Bob's choices, S is said to be (α, β)-winning. S is called α-winning if it is (α, β)-winning for all β ∈ (0, 1). S is called winning if it is α-winning for some α ∈ (0, 1). The following result lists important properties of winning sets; the proof may be found in [5] . Theorem 3.1. A winning set in [0, 1] is dense, uncountable, and has full Hausdorff dimension. A countable intersection of α-winning sets is α-winning. A cocountable subset of an α-winning set is α-winning.
In [11] McMullen introduced a modification of Schmidt's game in which the length restrictions are loosened to |B n+1 | ≥ β |A n | and |A n | ≥ α |B n |. This results in strong winning sets. As the name implies, strong winning sets are winning. In addition, the strong winning property is preserved under quasisymmetric homeomorphisms, which is not generally true of the winning property. The asymptotics of these sequences will play a crucial role. Proofs of the next two results may be found in §6.2 of [12] . ). There exists a constant C 1 > 1 such that for all n ∈ N, 
Proofs of Minor Results
|f m x − f m y| . 1] ). There exists a constant C 3 > 1 such that for all integers 1 ≤ m ≤ n, and for all points x, y ∈ [p n , p n−1 ),
Proof. First assume that m > 1. Observe that
Because f x, f y ∈ [r n , r n−1 ), Theorem 4.4 applies to the first term on the right-hand side above. Now use the Mean Value Theorem to find ξ ∈ (x, y) such that
If m = 1, then as above we have
The corollary follows by taking
Definition 4.6 (Basic intervals of generation n; G n ). Define the basic interval of generation 0 to be [r 1 , 1] and write G 0 := {[r 1 , 1]}. For n ∈ N, a closed interval is called a basic interval of generation n if it is the closure of a maximal open interval of monotonicity for F n . We denote by G n the collection of all basic intervals of generation n. Thus, for example, 
). Equivalently, we may recursively define J 1 := [p 1 , 1], J 2 := [p 2 , p 1 ], etc., and then declare J m1,...,m k :
In the following proposition we use that fact that F is uniformly expanding.
Now we use Corollary 4.5 to obtain
Proposition 4.9 (An estimate of the lengths of basic intervals). There exists a constant C 5 > 1 such that for all n ∈ N, for all J σ ∈ G n , and for all k ∈ N,
Proof. In proving the first claimed estimate we may ignore the trivial case k = 1.
Use the Mean Value Theorem to find
Now using Proposition 4.8 and the first estimate of Theorem 4.3 yields
In proving the second claimed estimate we include the case k = 1. With nearly identical calculations to those above, but now using the second estimate of Theorem 4.3, we see that
The proposition follows by taking
.
Proposition 4.9 allows us to estimate the diameters of the three sets above as follows:
Solving the inequalities
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Let S be the set of points in (0, 1) with positive lower Lya-
Hence E f ⊂ S and the result follows.
Commensurability
Following [10] , we make the next two definitions.
Definition 5.1 (Left endpoints of generation n). A point is called a left endpoint of generation n if it is the left endpoint of some basic interval of generation n.
Definition 5.2 (Commensurability with generation n). If B is a closed interval and n ∈ N, say that B is commensurate with generation n (c.w.g. n) if B contains some member of G n but no member of G n−1 .
We observe the following properties of basic intervals: (i) For all I ∈ G n with n > 0, and all 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, there exists a unique member of G k properly containing I. Proof. B intersects at least one member of G n−1 by Observation (vii). If B intersects three elements of G n−1 , then B intersects three adjacent elements of G n−1 . Call the leftmost one I 1 , the middle one I 2 , and the rightmost one I 3 . Then
Lemma 5.5. If a closed interval B is c.w.g. n, then B contains at most one left endpoint of generation at most n − 1. Furthermore, if B contains a left endpoint of generation k < n − 1, then is the right endpoint of B.
Proof. Suppose B contains two left endpoints 1 < 2 of generations g 1 , g 2 , respectively, and g 1 , g 2 ≤ n − 1. First assume that g 1 = g 2 . Then B contains two adjacent left endpoints of generation g 1 ; hence B contains a basic interval of generation g 1 ≤ n − 1, contradicting that B is c.w.g. n.
Next assume g 1 < g 2 . Then the interval ( 1 , 2 ) contains an element of G g1+1 by Observation (vi); hence ( 1 , 2 ) contains a left endpoint of generation g 1 + 1. Repeating this argument shows that ( 1 , 2 ) ⊂ B contains a left endpoint of generation g 2 . Now we are in the situation of the previous case, giving a contradiction.
Finally, assume g 1 > g 2 . For i ∈ {1, 2} let I i be the basic interval of generation g i with left endpoint i . By Observation (ii), either I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅, I 1 ⊂ I 2 , or I 2 ⊂ I 1 . Now I 2 ⊂ I 1 is impossible because g 2 < g 1 , and I 1 ⊂ I 2 is impossible because ∂ I 1 / ∈ I 2 . So I 1 ∩ I 2 = ∅ and thus B contains I 1 , a basic interval of generation at most n − 1. This contradicts that B is c.w.g. n.
For the second claim of the lemma, observe that if [B ) contains a left endpoint of generation k < n − 1, then the interval ( , ∂ r B) ⊂ B contains a basic interval of generation k + 1 < n by Observation (vi), contradicting that B is c.w.g. n.
Corollary 5.6. If a closed interval B is c.w.g. n ≥ 2, then there is a unique element of G n−2 that properly contains B.
Proof. [B ) intersects at least one member of G n−2 by Observation (vii). If B intersects two members of G n−2 , then B intersects two adjacent members I 1 , I 2 of G n−2 . Let ∂ r I 1 = ∂ I 2 . By Lemma 5.5, ∂ I 2 = ∂ r B. This shows that there is exactly one element of G n−2 that intersects [B ); hence this element must contain B by Observation (iv). Proper containment follows because B is c.w.g. n.
6.
Proof that E F is strong winning (Theorem 2.1) 6.1. Initial steps. Recall the constant C 5 > 1 defined in Proposition 4.9, in which bounds on the lengths of basic intervals are derived; γ > 0, which appears in the exponent in the definition of f , controls the degree of nonuniform hyperbolicity of the system. Define α = 2 −2− 1 γ C −1 5 and let β ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. We now show that E F is (α, β)-strong winning.
Bob begins the game by choosing
Find d 1 large enough that
Next, if g 1 = 1, define d 2 := 1. Otherwise find d 2 > 1 large enough so that
Now fix constants d 1 and d 2 satisfying
Let n 1 := 2. During the course of the (α, β) game we will prove the following claim, which is the heart of our proof, by induction.
Claim. Regardless of how Bob plays the (α, β) game, Alice can play in such a way that: there exist integers 0 < n 1 < n 2 < . . . and 0 < g 1 < g 2 < . . . such that for all j ∈ N,
Note that the case j = 1 was handled above. Before proceeding to the induction step, we show how the claim implies the theorem.
Write {ω} = ∞ n=1 B n and define K := (C 5 d 2 ) γ ≥ 1. For any basic interval J σ of any generation we have ∂ J σ , ∂ J σ + 1 d2 |J σ | ⊃ ∞ i=K+1 [J σi ) by Corollary 4.10. Also for any n ∈ N ∪ {0} we have F n ω ∈ (r 1 , p K ) if and only if ω ∈ ∞ i=K+1 J σi for some J σ ∈ G n . The claim implies that the latter condition never holds; therefore the orbit of ω under F stays outside (r 1 , p K ). We conclude that
is (α, β)-strong winning. As β was arbitrary, E F is α-strong winning. Finally, the original set of interest, E F , is a cocountable subset of E F because
Therefore E F is α-winning because a countable intersection of α-strong winning sets is α-strong winning (see the observation before Theorem 1.2 in [11] ), and because an α-strong winning set with one point removed is α-strong winning whenever α ≤ 1 2 (because Alice can avoid the removed point within two turns). 6.2. Induction step of the claim. We will need the following result. Lemma 6.1. Fix a basic interval J σ of any generation. Then
Proof. Let K be the unique integer such that ∂ J σ + 1 d2 |J σ | ∈ [J σK ). Using Corollary 4.10 we find that
Hence K ≥ 3.
Now we begin the induction. Assume that for some j ∈ N statements P 1 (j), P 2 (j), and P 3 (j) hold. By Lemma 5.5, B nj contains at most one left endpoint of generation at most g j − 1. Let B mid nj denote the midpoint of B nj . We consider two cases, according as to whether the interval B mid nj , ∂ r B nj contains a left endpoint of generation at most g j − 1.
Case 1: The interval B mid nj , ∂ r B nj does not contain a left endpoint of generation at most g j −1. We refer the reader to Figure 3 . Because B nj is c.w.g. g j , B nj contains some basic interval of generation g j . Let I 1 be the rightmost basic interval of generation g j contained in B nj , and let I denote the unique basic interval of generation g j − 1 containing I 1 by Observation (i). Then ∂ I ≤ B mid nj . Note that ∂ I could be inside or outside B nj .
Next, we claim that ∂ r I > ∂ r B nj . To see this, first note that ∂ r I ≥ ∂ B nj because I 1 , and hence I, intersects B nj . Next we have that ∂ r I ≥ ∂ r B nj , for otherwise the interval ∂ r I, ∂ r B nj ⊂ B nj would contain a member of G gj to the right of I 1 by Observation (vi). Finally, if ∂ r I = ∂ r B nj , then ∂ r B nj ≤ ∂ r B 2 < 1 and hence ∂ r I ∈ B mid nj , ∂ r B nj would be the left endpoint of some basic interval of generation at most g j − 1. This proves the claim.
Write I = J σ for some string σ of length g j −1. In order to specify Alice's strategy in choosing A nj we consider two subcases, according as to whether ∂ J σ1 ≤ ∂ r B nj .
Subcase 1: ∂ J σ1 > ∂ r B nj . See Figure 4 . Alice chooses Using the induction hypothesis P 2 (j) we find that
This shows that A nj is disjoint from ∂ I, Figure 5 . In this case B nj must contain J σ2 since otherwise B nj would not contain any member of G gj . Also ∂ I, ∂ I + 1 d2 |I| is disjoint from J σ2 by Lemma 6.1. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.9,
Thus, as in the previous subcase, Alice may choose A nj ⊂ J σ2 ⊂ I to be disjoint from ∂ I, ∂ I + 1 d2 |I| , J σ1 , and every element of G gj −1 \ {I}. This takes care of the two subcases. Now Bob chooses B nj +1 . If B nj +1 is c.w.g. g j , Alice plays arbitrarily until Bob chooses an interval c.w.g. g j+1 > g j . This will eventually happen because A nj contains finitely many members of G gj (since ∂ I / ∈ A nj ) and Alice can force |B n | 0 by always choosing an interval A n of length α |B n |; hence B n will eventually be too small to contain a member of G gj .
Let n j+1 be such that B nj+1−1 is c.w.g. g j and B nj+1 is c.w.g. g j+1 > g j . Define
First observe that every J ∈ J is contained in some element of G gj ∩ J , and so it suffices to verify the lemma when J ∈ G gj ∩ J . Next, note that the function n → |J σn | is strictly decreasing; this follows immediately from the fact that f is increasing. Finally, because B nj+1−1 ⊂ I is c.w.g. g j we may define k 0 := min k : J σk ⊂ B nj+1−1 . Then k 0 ≥ 2 by the choice of A nj (or be-
Proof. P 3 (j) is true by the induction hypothesis; therefore it suffices to consider J ∈ gj+1−2 g=gj −1 G g . Also B nj+1 ⊂ A nj , A nj is disjoint from ∂ I, ∂ I + 1 d2 |I| , and I is the only element of G gj −1 that intersects A nj • . So it suffices to consider J ∈ gj+1−2 g=gj G g . Fix such a J = J τ ∈ G g , where g j ≤ g ≤ g j+1 − 2. Using Observation (i) and Corollary 5.6, let J be the unique element of G g containing B nj+1 . If J = J , then B nj+1 is disjoint from the interior of J and we are done. So suppose J = J .
Find the unique K ∈ N such that ∂ J + 1 d2 |J| ∈ [J τ K ). By Lemma 6.1, K−1 ≥ 2, and by Corollary 4.10,
Therefore, if the left endpoint of B nj+1 were contained in ∂ J, ∂ J + 1 d2 |J| , then B nj+1 would contain J τ (K−1) ∈ G g +1 by Lemma 6.2. But this is not possible because B nj+1 is c.w.g. g j+1 > g + 1.
In conclusion, P 1 (j + 1) is true by construction, Lemma 6.2 implies P 2 (j + 1) because 1 d1 < 2 −1− 1 γ αβC −2 5 , and Corollary 6.3 is the statement P 3 (j + 1). This completes the analysis of Case 1. Case 2: The interval B mid nj , ∂ r B nj contains a left endpoint of generation at most g j − 1. We refer the reader to Figure 6 . Let I 1 be a basic interval of generation at most g j − 1 with left endpoint in B mid nj , ∂ r B nj . Then there is some basic interval of generation at most g j − 1 with right endpoint ∂ I 1 by Observation (iv); hence there is some I = J κ ∈ G gj −1 having right endpoint ∂ I 1 .
Note that ∂ I < ∂ B nj since ∂ r I ∈ B nj and B nj is c.w.g. g j . Alice chooses A nj = ∂ r I − α B nj , ∂ r I . Using Proposition 4.9 we have
which shows that A nj ⊂ J κ1 and moreover, that A nj is disjoint from the interval
Let A nj be c.w.g.g > g j . Then by the choice of A nj , J κ1κ1 ⊂ A nj ⊂ J κ1κ , whereκ is a string ofg − g j − 1 repeating ones. Now Bob chooses B nj +1 . Define n j+1 := n j + 1 and let B nj+1 be c.w.g. g j+1 ≥g.
If g j+1 =g, then the only basic interval of generation g j+1 − 1 intersecting B nj+1 is J κ1κ , and by Proposition 4.9 we have
On the other hand, if g j+1 >g, then there are at most two basic intervals of generation g j+1 − 1 intersecting B nj+1 by Corollaries 5.4 and 5.6. If there is one, call it J τ t ; if there are two, call them J τ t and J τ (t+1) . Both J τ t and J τ (t+1) are contained in J κ1κ . Thus J τ (t+1) < |J τ t | < |J κ1κ | since f is increasing. Borrowing from the calculation above,
Proof. We use the same notation as in the previous lemma. P 3 (j) is true by the induction hypothesis; therefore it suffices to consider J ∈ gj+1−2 
Let J be the unique element of G g containing J τ (t+1) and J τ t . If J = J , then B nj+1 is disjoint from the interior of J and we are done. So suppose J = J . Thus J = J κ1κ where κ is a string of g − g j repeating ones. We consider two cases, the first of which (Case A) is potentially vacuous.
Case A: g j ≤ g ≤g − 2. Recall that B nj+1 ⊂ A nj ⊂ J κ1κ ∈ Gg −1 whereκ is a string ofg − g j − 1 repeating ones. Also J = J κ1κ where κ is a string of g − g j repeating ones; but |κ | = g − g j ≤g − g j − 2 <g − g j − 1 = |κ|, and ∂ J, ∂ J + 1 d2 |J| ⊂ ∞ i=3 J κ1κ i by Lemma 6.1. The result follows in this case. Case B:g − 1 ≤ g ≤ g j+1 − 2. Find the unique K such that ∂ J + 1 d2 |J| ∈ [J κ1κ K ). By Lemma 6.1, K − 1 ≥ 2, and by Corollary 4.10,
Thus, using Proposition 4.9,
Also |κ | = g − g j ≥g − g j − 1 = |κ| and so by Proposition 4.9,
Therefore, if the left endpoint of B nj+1 were contained in ∂ J, ∂ J + 1 d2 |J| , then B nj+1 would contain J κ1κ (K−1) ∈ G g+1 . But this is not possible because B nj+1 is c.w.g. g j+1 > g + 1.
In conclusion, P 1 (j + 1) is true by construction, Lemma 6.4 is the statement P 2 (j + 1), and Lemma 6.5 is the statement P 3 (j + 1). This completes the analysis of Case 2. The induction argument is complete, and with it, the proof of Theorem 2.1.
7.
Proof that E f is strong winning (Theorem 1.1)
Let E F be α F -strong winning (with α F ≤ 1 2 ) and define α f := exp (−C 2 ) α F (the constant C 2 is defined in Theorem 4.4) . Let β f ∈ (0, exp (−C 2 )) be arbitrary and define β F := exp (C 2 ) β f . We claim that E f is (α f , β f )-strong winning. In order to prove this we set up two (α, β) games; Alice and Bob will play the primary (α f , β f ) game on ([0, 1] , E f ), and Alicia and Bobby will play an auxiliary (α F , β F ) game on ([r 1 , 1] , E F ).
The main game begins as Bob chooses B 1 ⊂ [0, 1]. Alice chooses A 1 such that 0 / ∈ A 1 . Bob chooses B 2 . Alice plays arbitrarily until Bob chooses an interval that is contained in some [r n+1 , r n ]. This will eventually happen for the following reason. There are finitely many intervals [r n+1 , r n ] that intersect B 2 (because 0 / ∈ B 2 ), and Alice can force |B n | 0 by always choosing an interval A n of length α f |B n |. Furthermore α f < 1 2 and so Alice may always choose A n so as to avoid any given point in B n . After relabeling we may therefore assume without loss of generality that B 1 ⊂ [r n+1 , r n ] for some n ∈ N.
The auxiliary game begins as Bobby chooses B 1 = f n (B 1 ) ⊂ [r 1 , 1]. Alicia, as part of her winning strategy, chooses A 1 ⊂ B 1 . Define A 1 = f −n (A 1 ) ∩ [r n+1 , r n ] ⊂ B 1 . By the Mean Value Theorem there exist ξ, ξ ∈ B 1 such that
Thus A 1 is a permissible interval for Alice to choose; she does so. Suppose the four players have chosen intervals
for some k ∈ N in such a way that f n (B k ) = B k and A k = f −n (A k ) ∩ [r n+1 , r n ], and A k is chosen as part of Alicia's winning strategy. Bob chooses B k+1 ⊂ A k . Define B k+1 = f n (B k+1 ) ⊂ A k . By the Mean Value Theorem there exist η, η ∈ A k such that
Thus B k+1 is a permissible interval for Bobby to choose; he does so. Alicia, as part of her winning strategy, chooses A k+1 ⊂ B k+1 . Define A k+1 = f −n A k+1 ∩ [r n+1 , r n ] ⊂ B k+1 . By the Mean Value Theorem there exist υ, υ ∈ B k+1 such that Because M > n+1 and ω ∈ [r n+1 , r n ] we have τ > n. Find j ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ s < m j+1 such that τ = n + m 1 + · · · + m j + s.
Because the orbit of ω under F avoids [r 1 , p L ) we have that m i ≤ L < M for all i. Therefore 1] , a contradiction. This shows that E f is (α f , β f )-strong winning whenever β f ∈ (0, exp (−C 2 )). Clearly this implies that E f is (α f , β)-strong winning for all β ∈ (0, 1). Hence E f is α f -strong winning.
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